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intensity of /A--jg|aoas as a function of depth is 

easily explained in terns of ordinary processes of At-meson- 

electron decay and energy loss by ionisation for ranges 

down to 300 meters water-equivalent ^ However # in the 

region 300-400 meters water-equivalent# there is a change- 

in the absorption of the cosmic rays with depth that can 

be described by the change in the integral range distribu¬ 

tion from f(H) «s M"'3**9 to IsE”8*9# which is not easily un¬ 

derstandable in terms of the above processes. Several ex¬ 

planations for this break in the curve have been suggested, 

but the theory which is probably the most consistent with 

known data is that made possible by the discovery of the 

7f-meson by lattes, Muir head, Occhialiniff and Powell in 

1947,s The main point of this explanation is that the 

ft -meson is a decay product of the heavier 7r -meson# and 

that therefore the energy spectrum of ft -mesons is strongly 

dependent on what happens to the parent TT-mesons in their 

relatively short lives before the decays 

4 brief statement of the complete production-decay 

scheme may be made as follows: the primary cosmic rays in¬ 

cident on the top of the atmosphere interact with air 

nuclei producing high energy TT -mesons * i’hese heavy mesons 

travel in essentially the same directions as the primaries 

which produce them and, soon after their production# decay 

into ft -mesons of smaller mass but much longer average 



lifetime# £he A “mesons travel great distances through 

the atmosphere because their decay is relatively slow on 

an atomic scale and because their life is stretched by the 

lorenta time dilation* They lose energy mainly by ionisa¬ 

tion. After a lifetime of about 2.12 micro-seconds *> however § 

the At -meson too decays and the ?/hole process ends with de¬ 

cay electrons and positrons and probably neutrinos. Ct 

course, many.other processes accompany those in the above 

scheme, but the investigation reported here is primarily 

concerned with this series of events. 

In the present experiment a preliminary attempt lias 

been mad© to determine the manner in which the directional 

intensity of high energy /d -mesons varies Tilth senith argle. 

Ihis zenith angle dependence is intimately connected with 

the production-decay scheme explained above, as will be 

brought out later in detail. 

EXPERIMENTAL HEJH'OP MB RESULTS 

The experimental apparatus and technique may be des¬ 

cribed together as follows* Geiger counter telescopes (see 

Figure 1.) are used to determine the direction from which a 

particle arrives by a coincidence between the two elements 

of either telescope. The particle is then required to pass 

through the 4-1/S Inches of lead in the half-cylindrical 

shell toward whose axis the telescopes are directed* In tra¬ 

versing the lead the particle is supposed to initiate an electron 
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shower by the bremstrahlung process or produce a high energy 

knock-on electrons which it can do with high probability 

only if its energy is of the order of 1Q^° ev. or higher. 

In this manner the apparatus discriminates very strongly 

in favor of high energy particles .3 Ihe particle and the 

shower it produces are next required to give a four-fold 

coincidence between four Geiger counters bundled together 

on the axis of the half-cylinder and covered by it. fhis 

set of four counters is the shower detector, oriented on 

the axis of the telescopes in such a way that very probably 

three or more particles are inquired to traverse the bundle 

to cause a four-fold coincidence. (See Figure 1.) She 

electronic apparatus requires that at least the shower de¬ 

tector (four-fold coincidence) and the two elements of one 

telescope (two-fold coincidence) be struck within a period 

of about 15 micro-seconds of each other before an event is 

recorded on the message registers. (See Figure 2.) In 

addition, however, to this minimum requirement, the initial 

particle will very probably have sufficient energy to tra¬ 

verse the 4 inches of lead below the shower detector and 

trip one of the low counters. Sometimes showers produced by 

particles other than/t-mesons will be penetrating enough 

to pass through the low lead and strike several counters. 

Thus the low counters can help to identify the initial 

particle incident on the apparatus. 

A self-explanatory block diagram of the electronics is 

shown in Figure 2. On the following page are circuits of 
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the principal elements in the block diagram. Hot shown in 

detail is the crystal coincidence circuit (G.C.), which con¬ 

sists simply of two ISM diodes with a common 30,000-plm 

plate resistor and with their cathodes contacted to the 

cathode resistors of the cathode fb Hewers which trigger 

them* 

The data are recorded on message registers which are 

driven by thyratron circuits* In order that the Correct 

association of counts in the two telescopess and in the 

three pairs of low counters can be made* an Esterlina-Angus 

recorder is used with five pern, each pen driven by a 110- 

volt relay* The switch for the current to each relay Is a 

sensitive plate: relay in series with the . message register 

in the thyratron driver circuit* (See Figure s.) 
All Oelger counters in the experiment have active 

lengths of about 16 inches and are 1 inch in diameter* 

They are filled to 10 cm. Bg of Argon and 1 cm. Hg of pure 

alcohol so as to have thresholds in the vicinity of 960-1000 

volts and are operated about 25-60 volts above threshold* 

The experimental data are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The 

number under each heading gives the number of times during 

the run that the coincidence denoted by the heading was 

observed* For example * in the SO0 run, telescope number 1 

(vertical) was struck 64 times in coincidence with one low 

counter. 

Events in which two or fewer low counters were Struck 

in coincidence with one telescope are interpreted as the 



Table 1. - Data Recorded with Teleocopo Humber Two at 20° 

v° V1 Tx-2 Tr5 ¥2^ T T -1 lll2 l 

16 8 5 l 4 

Tg-0 T -1 i2 l T2-2 f2~* Ti*2~2 W 
26 ■ 60 9 1 6 ■ 15 

Time for the 20° run W&B 111 hours and 47 laimtoo. The observed 
raooon counting rate for tho vortical telescope io 0*70 z *08 counts 
per hour* For tho telescope at 20° tho observed rate is 0*86 ± *0S> 
counts per hour* 

Tho symbol above each number denotoo the coincidence in tho 
following ways tho figure after tho hyphen io tho number of low - 
counters struck in coincidence with the telescope or teloocopoo before 
tho hyphen* Ktinbore bolow the symbols indicate how many tiiaos tho 
events were observed during the run. 

table 2m ** Data Recorded with f eloocope Humber two at 55° 

Tl*° Trl Tr2 V5 TXT2-0 V24 

21 4o 5 0 X 6 ; 

^2~° T2-I ■fp. 12” *2~? . 

48 4 4 1 X 4 

Time for tho 55° run ms .92 hours and 50 minutes. The observed 
soaon counting rato for the vertical telescope io 0*72 i *08 counts 
per hour. For the telescope at 55° tho aeeon counting rate io 
0.6l ± *07 counts per hour* 

In 2G6 minutos GOO particles from'the vertical direction wore 
observed to bo capable of traversing tho lead shield and striking 
at-leant ona of the counters in the ahov/or detector* 



FIGURE I.- ARRANGEMENT OF THE 

COUNTERS AND ABSORBER 
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FIGURE 3.- CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

OF ELEMENTS IN BLOCK DIAGRAM 

OF THE ELECTRONICS 

CATHODE FOLLOWER (c.F.) ROSSI COINCIDENCE CIRCUIT 
FOR TELESCOPES (R.C.) 

-20 v. BIAS 

AMPLIFIER (AMP.) WITH CATHODE 
FOLLOWER FOR LOW COUNTERS 

THTRATRON MESSAGE 
REGISTER DRIVER 
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passage of a high energy p, -meson through the apparatus and 

hence contribute to the meson intensity calculated for that 

angle. However * coincidences in which one telescope and 

three low counters were struck are probably not caused by 

mesons since jum&SQm rarely interact with nuclei to cause 

penetrating showers. It is quite probable that such events* 

especially in the Vertical direction* are caused by high 

energy nucleons, and they are therefore .not. included in the 

calculation of the meson intensity* 

■:hecoincidences^ in which two telescopes are struck , 

are excluded from the meson intensity calculations also* 

because it appears highly probable that they are.caused by 

either large air showers or showers produced in the walls 

and roof of the building* The exclusion of these from con¬ 

sideration probably causes some error* but the magnitude of 

the error is difficult to estimate because of the indefinite 

■character .of - the two-telescope coincidences. . 

A plot of the counting rate in counts per hour versus 

the aenith angle appears in Figure 4. Although the statis¬ 

tics are not good* a definite indication of an intensity 

maximum off the vertical can be seen. The competition between 

T-H decay and absorption of the rr -mesons offers a plausible 

theoretical explanation of a sen!th angle dependence of such 

character (l.e.* maximum off the vertical) and will be in¬ 

vestigated in the next section in an attempt to support the 

data with a reasonabletheory. 
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She 'differential spectrum of TT ^mesons in the atmosphere 

satisfies the following diffusion equation! 

2>N(£/eA) _ /Vfee^) M(KeA) / fzi ~A-».CMB 

?) Vcw a Ai PA "** 

2B this equation E is the energy of the TT^mesons in ev* 9 0 

is tli© uenibh angle s JL the depth in the atmosphere measured, 

ingms* per cm«s The symbola A, end A-*.ar© respectively 

the mean free paths for interaction of IT ^mesons and the 

.primary eosmM rays« She density of air at the depth 

is denoted by p » and _A is tbs mean free path for decay 

. of the Tt ^mssoa* 

Shis equation say be derived by consideration of each 

term separately* She differential expression ^/O»B is 

the ..element ..of path length for a particle whose trajectory 

.is-- at the angle 0 fro® the vertical*, in the. production, 

of mesons it is-•assumed that the TT --meson receives a eon* 

stanb fraction of the energy of the primary particle which- 

produces it* 

£ = K E 
7T 'PpiMrtRy 

-*•8 
The production function dvE follows immediately from the 

fact that the number of IT*mosona produced is proportional 

to the number of primary particles* the exponential factor ' 
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in the production term takes care of the absorption of the 

primary rays along the path* so that now we have the lumber 

of TT -mesons of energy between E and £ + dE produced in the 

distance ^cooe at the depth JL in the atmosphere! 

JL 
d N (E, e,i) = cA E~2'*JC 'We 

B 

fhe first term in the differential equation gives the 

rats at which IT mesons are absorbed by the atmosphere by 

interaction with air nuclei in a path length tyoeoB , Since 

not very much is known about the mean free path of the 

IT -meson, we assume that it is about the same as that of the 

primaries (117 gms* per cm.g)«^ 

She- second term of the diffusion equation represents the 

decay of the TT *m@$on* If 7^ is the mean life of the meson 

measured in the laboratory system* the number of mesons which 

decay in the time dt is given by ; 

c{N = - N -f- 
The velocity of the particle is very nearly the velocity of 

light so that we have the relation , where Ox is 

measured in centimeters. Since the diffusion equation 

measures length in gms. per m+%. we must divide the element 

of path length by the density of the air at the depth X * 

cPL 
Pc c©o9 
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The decay equation now assumes the form 

N <**• 
N - - P c_7" oeo 0 

which yields the decay term of the diffusion equation when 

_A_-cr is substituted* 

It is convenient to make two more substitutions to get 

cr. 
the final form of the diffusion equation* Since c,r=   
,  

and E _ 
* "\FF 

in Eossi units s we may write: 

PA = 

We assume an isothermal atmosphere Paftjr where £ is 

the density of the air at sea level* J^0 is the depth in gms* 

per cm*s of the atmosphere at sea level* and Jl is the depth 

at ary point* We now have 

PA - P*j^ 

and the final form of the equation is? 

1) N(K M) _ N(K^) N(K9/Jl-) -2.8 - 
A. 

7> V< CASO S A P A fr.'T, g. 
'c ic A 

JL 
A 

The solution of the diffusion equation gives the differ- 

ential spectrum of IT-mesons; 

-2.8 

H fe = 
E X 

_ X 

X 
A oca © 

M 
7? ~~~ + ( ) 9 
to CT: r<^oe / 
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Since A •mesons come from the decay of 7T -mesons , we 

have the differential spectrum for /t •mesons of high energies 

by integrating the decay over the entire length of path in 

the atmosphere; 

J (B 9) = f N feftl) il 
v ' ' pA c*> © 

'-'o .... 

u r— 

ok ft X® 

~~ Aio C-75 gfoea© 

She expression above gives the differential spectrum of 

/S-mesons in terms of the initial energy of the primary par¬ 

ticles , in order to write the relation in termsof the 

energy at sea level, we malse the approximation that, on the 

average, particles of charge unity and high velocity lose 

1*8 aev* per gau per cm*s by ionisation in going through the 

atmosphere, fhue we substitute for B the expression 

where now £* is the energy of the A-meson at sea level ? 

k-2-8 

<£> (r‘ V ^ 
V _ M-L +P07; (£^^p*e 

it is interesting to note that in this differential 

spectrum we can see the transition mentioned in the introduc¬ 

tion to this report* For sufficiently low energies (energies 

less than 103-0 ev ♦) the second term in the denominator is 

negligible in comparison with the first and the spectrum has 
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-a. 8 
the fora C-OHST. E. . But for energies sufficiently high, 

the second term is the important one, giving the spectrum 
.3 g 

the form <C.ONST. E ' , She range of energies in which the 

two terms are of the same order of magnitude Is the range 

in which the decay and absorption of the TT -meson compete 

about equally, and it coincides with the energy region in 

. which the absorption of /& -mesons changes * 

In the differential spectrum we can also see that the 

energy of the ft -meson for which the two terms in the de¬ 

nominator compete strongly is dependent upon the <z.os e f 

being larger for large zenith angles, 1'his means that the 

knee in the logii versus XogE curve occurs at higher energies 

for .zenith angles off the vertical and suggests that for a 

given energy of the yr-meson, decay into a A-meson is more 

probably at large zenith angles * She physical reason for 

this is that the TT -mesons which are moving toward the earth 

at zenith angles off the vertical spend more time passing 

through the rarified part of the atmosphere. The probability 

of interaction is less because fewer air nuclei are encountered# 

and the probability of decay is greater because more time is 

available for decay in the higher angle trajectories, Shuss 

the decay of TT-mesons gives rise to a larger intensity at 

higher energies for zenith angles off the vertical. Of course, 

for sufficiently large angles ionization loss becomes impor¬ 

tant in reducing the intensity of fast -mesons so that the 

above reasoning does not lead to an ever increasing intensity 

for larger and larger senith angles. 
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The integral energy spectrum of -mesons as a function' 

of senith angles is given by; 

This function should be proportional to the observed 

intensity of the mesons detected in this experiment when 

the proper lower limit, called E-cutoff for convenience, 

is used. E-cutoff has the following physical significance; 

below tliis energy, the probability that a a -meson will 

cause a shower in the lead shield by the radiation process 

is taken to be negligibly small5 above the energy E-cutoff, 

the probability is very large that an electron shower will 

be produced. Thus as was indicated before, the system con¬ 

sisting of the lead and the shower detector is an integral 

energy selector , which is sensitive to M- -mesons of energy 

E-cutoff and higher. 

The value of E-cutoff can be approximated by investiga¬ 

tion of the ratio of the number of mesons which cause 

bremsstrahlumg to the total number of mesons which gat through 

to the shower detector for a given angle. This estimate as¬ 

sumes that the probability of bremsstrahlung is 1 above 

E-eutoff and zero below. The ratio was determined experi¬ 

mentally to be approximately 4,2 x 10“^. (See Table 2.) 

The curve for the integral range spectrum of mesons at sea 

level may beceonsulted^ to find what the range must be fore 

particles detected by bremsstrahlung in the apparatus. This 



is estimated to be about 5.4 x 10- gms. per cm.2 Shis range 

falls off the graph of energy versus range in B. Rossi’s ar¬ 

ticle6* but extrapolation indicates that the value of Epcutoff 

is in the vicinity of 5 x 103-0 ev. 

Another estimate of £*?cutoff may be made by use of the 

fact that the cross-section for bremsstrahlung in lead is up 

to one-haif its maximum value at 1*5 x 103*® ev.^ fhis cal¬ 

culation makes use of the Christy and Kusaka formula giving 

the differential radiation probability per gm * per cm*2 of 

spin 1/3 mesons. 

numerical investigation of the integrand of F(Eo',o) in¬ 

dicates definitely that in the region of energies around 

5 x. IQ10 ev. the integrands for various assumed values of 

6 cross each other and reverse the relative heights of their 

ordinates* She ordinates of the integrand for energies some¬ 

what less than 5 x 1010 ev. are greater for the smaller 

angles, whereas for higher energies the ordinates are smaller 

for the smaller zenith angles.! An exaggerated graph is given 

here to illustrate the way the curves change j 
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She result of exact integration for which is 

the integral spectrum of /i-mesons at sea level as a func¬ 

tion of genith angle, is given toy the followings 

Fto)= 5 Z-L+-A_ ix 4-x0’ t 

■x) +ljte* 
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lumbers were substituted into the above expression 

for an assumed lower limit ‘of 1.5 x 10^° ev. and the upper 

limit infinity. The numerical results for five angles 

(00, 10°s SO
0, 35°, and 50°) are plotted in Figure 5. The 

maximum off the vertical does not appear probably because 

the assumed value of E-cutoff is low. The choice of the 

value of E-cutoff makes a critical difference in the senith 

angle dependence calculated because of the rapid exponential 

variation of the integrand with change in energy. 

It seems probable that an intensity maximum does exist 

off the vertical. More experimental work must be done and 

the calculations refined before definite conclusions can be 

drawn. 
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